
Clark County Auditor/Election Dept. Violations

THE TOP TEN!

1. Stonewalling CCRP EIT request for a full forensic election audit of 2020 election……No

Transparency!

2. Decertifying Navy Veteran Certified Election Observer Mr. Ed O’Meara without due

process when he found and confronted Election Dept. with ballot room seal/tag removal

overnight without observers on duty.

3. Muzzling of Certified Election Observers so they cannot ask questions of staff regarding

what they observe in Signature Verification Process.  Fake Transparency – observers are

there for show/theater only.  No other counties do this to our knowledge.

4. Broken chain of custody by sending election system hard V-drives off site to Texas HQ of

system vendor – Hart InterCivic for Windows 7 to 10 and Verity 2.3 to 2.5 software

upgrades while simultaneously failing to capture and retain forensic images of 100% of

the hard drive data including Operating System and Application software.

5. Voter Registration Data Base has 33K ‘Inactive’ names which are prime candidates for

phantom votes. Seth Keshel/Dr. Frank – Clark County is in the “top 100 worst voter fraud

jurisdictions in the USA”

6. Ignoring WA DOL Whistleblower Video testimony that shows exactly how the corruption

of the VRDB with illegal aliens’ voter registrations has occurred since motor voter

legislation began decades ago.

7. Refusal of Auditor/Election Dept. to perform their duty to we the people as follows:

a. Fail to request nor require proof of WA state 30 day permanent residency prior to

registering persons to vote nor prior to allowing them to vote.

b. Fail to request nor require proof of US Citizenship prior to registering persons to

vote nor prior to allowing them to vote.

c. Fail to request nor require photo ID prior to registering persons to vote nor prior

to allowing them to vote.

8. Reliance upon and touting veracity of failed, jeopardized, and compromised

organizations and data base organizations as follows:

a. ERIC touted by Auditor, founded by George Soros, only 30 states out of 50

participate to try to ID voters voting in multiple states Improving Voter Registration

For Member States (ericstates.org)

b. USPS touted by Auditor but unable to deliver USPS warns 46 states it cannot

guarantee mail-in ballots will arrive in time for election | Fox News

9. Election Monitoring processes in place that fail to prevent voter and election fraud: No

Election Dept Video/Audio, no ballot drop box Video/Audio, and will not allow full

forensic election audit.

10. Knowingly supports VOTEWA.GOV system from WA SOS which does not have PW

protection nor 2 factor authentication making it vulnerable to voter fraud.
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